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Piano intro
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Where There Is Unity, you will find

Unity makes strength.
God, please, give your people unity, God, please,

God, please, give your people unity, God, please,

God, please, give your people unity, God, please,

God, please, give your people unity, God, please,

Give your people unity.

Give your people unity.

Give your people unity.

Give your people unity.
Where There Is Unity
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Where There Is Unity

brothers to dwell to
gather in unity, For
brothers to dwell to
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For
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Where There Is Unity
Where There Is Unity

Piano cue

---

people to dwell together in unity, God, please, give your people unity.

---

people to dwell together in unity, God, please, give your people unity.
Now is the time for all God's people to come together in unity.
Now is the time for all God's people to come together in unity.
Now is the time,
Now is the time, For
Now is the time, For
Now is the time, For
Now is the time, For
Now is the time, For

brothers to dwell together in unity, For sisters to dwell together
brothers to dwell together in unity, For sisters to dwell together
brothers to dwell together in unity, For sisters to dwell together
brothers to dwell together in unity, For sisters to dwell together
Where There Is Unity

gather in unity, God, please, give your people unity, God, please,